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Welcome to the lesson on the 7 C’s. This is a core session in that it assists participants in
gaining an understanding of what they have control over, what they do not, and how to
manage. In essence, it is a course that expands on the sentiments expressed in the
Serenity Prayer.
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The Seven C’s are an acronym for easily remembering the basics: I did not Cause the
illness, I cannot Control the illness, I cannot Cure the illness. I can Care about my loved
one, I can Communicate clearly. I can make healthy Choices and Celebrate where I am
today.
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I did not CAUSE it
A combination of genetic

predisposition, environmental

influences, and inborn

temperament seem to play a role in

the development of biological

illnesses.

Mental illness is a biological

illness that affects the brain; heart

disease affects the heart, diabetes

affects the pancreas, and so on.

Each has distinctive impacts on

lifestyle and medications may or

may not be effective.

A combination of genetic predisposition, environmental influences, and inborn

temperament seem to play a role in the development of biological illnesses.

Mental illness is a biological illness that affects the brain; heart disease affects the

heart, diabetes affects the pancreas, and so on.

Each has distinctive impacts on lifestyle and medications may or may not be

effective.
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I can’t CONTROL it
While chronic

illnesses may be

stabilized with a

combination of

medications, lifestyle

changes, and

education around the

illness, this is

ultimately up to the

individual who has the

illness.

While chronic illnesses may be stabilized with a combination of medications,
lifestyle changes, and education around the illness, this is ultimately up to the
individual who has the illness.
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I can’t CURE it Like other chronic
diseases, there are no
cures for mental illnesses.

There are treatments to
modify symptoms.

There may be periods of
remission.

There are no known cures
through science, medicine,
alternative therapies, and
certainly not within your
own control.

Like other chronic diseases, there are no cures for mental illnesses.

There are treatments to modify symptoms.

There may be periods of remission.

There are no known cures through science, medicine, alternative therapies, and
certainly not within your own control.
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I can take CARE of my self
As the airlines have taught,
oxygen masks on ourselves
first; then we can focus on
others.

We need to be well enough
to manage the needs of
others.

We need to have routines for
daily activities that nurture
us and maintaining healthy
boundaries.

As the airlines have taught, oxygen masks on ourselves first; then we can focus on
others.

We need to be well enough to manage the needs of others.

We need to have routines for daily activities that nurture us and maintaining
healthy boundaries.
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COMMUNICATING my feelings
This is what it
means when we
say “healthy
boundaries.”

Knowing how to
identify and talk
about what is
important in ways
that defuse
triggering our
loved ones and
ourselves.

This is what it means when we say “healthy boundaries.”

Knowing how to identify and talk about what is important in ways that defuse
triggering our loved ones and ourselves.
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This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

Review the THINK poster. Create some role play scenarios and have participants use
them in order to practice this skill.
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The Seven Challenges
Workbook

Cooperative Communication Skills for Success at Home and at
Work

A structured, intensive, exploration of seven challenging skills for a
lifetime of better communication in work, family, friendship &
community.

Developed by Dennis Rivers, M.A.

Published by www.NewConversations.net

The Seven Challenges Workbook has lots of exercises to draw from to bring home the
many points in this module.
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The 5 I-
Messages

1. When I saw/
heard… What
are you seeing,
hearing, or
otherwise
sensing?

2. I felt…
What emotions
are you feeling?

3. because
I…(need, want,
interpret,
associate, etc.)
What
interpretations or
wants of YOURS
that support your
feelings?

4. and now I want
(then I wanted)…
What action,
information, or
commitment you
want now.

5. so that (in
order to)…
What positive
results will that
action,
information, or
commitment
lead to in the
future?

When I saw the
dishes in the
sink…

…I felt happy… …because I
guessed that you
had come back
from your trip to
Mexico…

…and I want you
to tell me all about
the Aztec ruins
you saw…

…so that I can
liven up some
scenes in the
short story I’m
writing.

When I saw the
dishes in the
sink…

…I felt irritated… …because I want
to start cooking
dinner right
away…

…and I want to ask
you to help me do
the dishes right
now…

…so that dinner
will be ready by
the time our
guests arrive.

This is a variation on the infamous 3 I-Messages. Also an exercise ripe for role-playing.
Hearing it, practicing it, and observing how this tactic defuses anger, is well worth
spending some time on.
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Communication

LEAP: Listen- Empathize- Agree-Partner. Communication strategies
developed by Dr. Xander Amador and featured in the book, “I am not
sick, I don’t need help.”

• This approach enables partners and family members to learn how to
listen in such a way that conveys respect for the other’s point of view,
without judgment.

• The result is an immediate lowering of tension, anger, and
defensiveness.

• As you convey genuine understanding, empathy and respect for
someone’s point of view, even when you disagree with it, you are free
to find common ground on which you can partner.

• And suddenly, your opinions and advice start to matter a great deal.

LEAP is essential for families to use. Any opportunity to use the strategies is worth
pointing out. The LEAP program is an excellent reminder that communicating with
individuals about topics that they would rather not discuss requires skill, patience,
planning, and timeliness on the part of the individual who wants the conversation. The
techniques are simple enough in theory. They make sense. IN practice, not so easy. The
more well-versed you are, as a facilitator, the more you will find yourself offering LEAP to
your participants. It is worth it. The practice is great for your participants with their
beloved, as well as anyone who wants to improve a relationship about a sticky topic.
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LEAP: Listen
Empathize
Agree (to
disagree)
Partner

LISTEN Reflectively to Delusions,
Anosognosia, Desires. Repeat back
what you’ve heard without
comment, defensiveness,
contradiction.

DELAY giving your opinion! “I will tell
you what I think after I hear more
about ____.” “I want to hear more
about this because I am learning a
lot! Can I tell you later what I think?”

Active listening skills means that there is a conscious desire to really hear what someone
is saying. That is why the skills include the listener matching the observations with the
words, asking questions (except, why), and using neutral words to promote acquiring
more information. When listening is focused on understanding, it is a respectful way of
interacting with a loved one (or anyone) who may feel as though they are invisible or
dismissed. Listening does not mean agreeing. This point cannot be emphasized
enough! Listening is about understanding, especially when what is said does not make
any sense.

Empathizing means putting oneself in another’s shoes. This can be brought to your
participants’ attention by asking them pointed questions like: “How would you feel if the
medications you were asked to take made you fat?” “What would be your response to
being told that you have a serious mental illness?” “How would you manage the loss of
life as you know it? The loss of Self as you know you?” “If you did not think you were
sick, what medicines might you be willing to take?” Questions like these are designed to
help participants understand that these are the very issues their loved ones are facing,
and facing with brains that trick them and that they may not be able to count on.
Rebuilding trust becomes the foundation from which these skills are the brick and
mortar
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LEAP: Listen
Empathize
Agree (to
disagree)
Partner

3. When you FINALLY give
your opinion, use the three

A’s:

APOLOGIZE: “I want to
apologize because my views

might feel hurtful or
disappointing.”

ACKNOWLEDGE FALLIBILITY:
“Also, I could be wrong. I
don’t know everything.”

AGREE: “I hope that we can
just agree to disagree. I

respect your point of view
and I hope you can respect

mine.”

4. EMPATHIZE Strategically
express empathy for

delusional beliefs; her desire
to prove she is not sick; her

wish to avoid treatment.

Agreeing to disagree is respectful. It opens the door for looking at where agreement can
be. Build on whatever that is.
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LEAP: Listen
Empathize
Agree (to
disagree)
Partner

5. AGREE

Discuss only perceived
problems/symptoms

Review advantages and
disadvantages of

treatment

Reflect back and
highlight the perceived

benefits

AGREE TO DISAGREE

6. Partner: Move
forward on goals you

both agree can be
worked on together.
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One Liners
(Cline & Fay,

2000)

“
I love you too much to argue." “That’s a possibility.”

“That’s an option.” “Probably so.”

“Thanks for noticing!” “Nice try!”

“What do you think I think about
that?”

“Don’t worry about it now.”

“Try not to worry.” “That’s up to you.”

“I bet that’s true.” “I’m afraid so.”

“I bet it looks that way. Tell me
more.”

“Won’t it be exciting to find out.”

“I bet it feels that way.”
“Oh, honey. Do I look like I believe

that?”

“I might have a hard time believing
that if I said it myself.”

“Do you think you’ll hate me forever, or
do you think you’ll get over it?”

“Who knows?” “I love you no matter what.”

One liners effectively remove the opportunity to get hooked into a power struggle or
verbal disagreement. Best used without sarcasm! Repeat ad nauseum as appropriate!
Eventually, the other party walks away.
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Making good CHOICES
Err on the side
of self-care

Picking your
battles

Implementing
the 4 questions
from the Work
(Katie, 2015).
.

Review from the Directory.
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The Work
by Byron Katie

THE WORK by Byron Katie is designed to challenge your beliefs so that you can
make better decisions about what you think and how you think.

http://thework.com/en
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The Work by
Byron Katie

Is it true? (yes or no; if no, move to 3)

Can you absolutely know that it is true?
(yes or no)

How do react, what happens, when you
believe that thought?

Who would you be without that thought?
(picture yourself without that thought)

http://thework.com/en

http://thework.com/en
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CELEBRATING my self
I am worthy.

I am loving.
I am kind.

I deserve the
Best and I offer
the Best.

I Persist.
.

What affirmations and experiences do the participants have to draw on when they feel
as though they are defeated, overwhelmed, or stuck?
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KISS! Keep it simple, sweetie .

Keeping it simple is easiest and best. When overwhelmed, it is helpful to discern the
basics and refocus the participants on them. Too often, caregivers tend to make things
way more complicated than they need to be.

When push comes to shove, the solution almost always lies in the “KISS” formula. Keep
it simple. Encourage participants to practice one skill or strategy for a week and see
how it goes. Before leaving the session, ask them to choose a strategy to report back to
the group abo
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Reiterate the 7 C’s and remind everyone that it is “One Day at a time.”
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When best laid
plans fail!

Stick

• Stick to your “normal”
routines as much as you
can

Eat and drink in

• Eat and drink in
moderation

Plan on

• Plan on exercise; build in
“nature” time.

Make

• Make sure you have a
Plan B and a Plan C in
place for the unexpected

Keep

• Keep music that you love
on hand and listen to it
when needing to

Prioritize

• Prioritize your time,
activities, and
commitments (do what
you want to and can)

Take

• Take good, loving care of
yourself!

At the close of sessions, it is sometimes helpful to remind participants that since they
did not cause the illness, they cannot control nor cure it. However, there are some
things that they CAN do.
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As always, it comes down to the Serenity Prayer, doesn’t it!
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Disclaimer

Take what you like and leave the rest.

We are not responsible for how the
content or the presentation is used.

Viewers agree to hold harmless Grow A
Strong Family, Inc., its staff and board of
directors from any liability, loss, claim,

cost or damage of any nature
whatsoever which may arise from

viewing or listening to the presentation.
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